Abstmct-The problem in the abovementioned short paper' is almost identical to the one considered earlier by the present aothor and, in fact, a special version of it. This note elaborates on this close relation between the results of the two papers.
(1) where x is an n-vector and u is an r-vector. The columns of B, to be denoted by b'; . . ,br, are supposed to be linearly independent. The components of u, to be denoted by uI; . . ,u,, must be chosen in such a way that the system (1) is time-optimally steered from a given initial p o i n t x o E R " t o t h e o r i g i n i n R " , s u b j e c t t o~u i~~1 , i = 1 ;~~, r . I n b o t h papers x, must be sufficiently close to the origin, and the central problem deals with the number of switches per control component of the time optimal control and the signs (either + 1 of -1) of the control components at the initial time.
In Meeker,' the concept of a "minimally controllable system" is introduced for which the definition is as follows: (I) is minimally controllable if, for all x, in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin, a corresponding time optimal control exists whch has at most n -1 switches (i.e., over all control components together). Only for systems of size n = 3, r = 2 is a necessary and sufficient condition given for (I) to be minimally controllable. That condition is
In [l] the class of L*-systems is introduced: (1) is an L*-system if certain conditions with respect to the matrices A and B are fulfiied. Both the class of minimaUy controllable systems and L*-systems are generic. It can be proven that if one confines the class of minimally controllable systems to that class of systems for which, for all x, in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin, the time optimal control is unique, then one obtains the L*-class. From now on the initial condition will be written as cq, where (Ixo)I = 1,)). )I being the Euclidian norm and c a small positive number. In the following, p is the smallest integer greater than or equal to n / r .
The main theorem of [I] states that if: i) system (1) is an L*-system, ii) x, does not lie within a finite number of given hyperplanes, i i i ) c is sufficiently small (which may depend on the direction of x,,), then a) the time optimal control which steers (1) from cx, to the origin is unique and each control component has either p -1 or p switches. The total number of switches equals n -1, b) explicit formulas exist and are given in [l] which determine the starting signs of the control components in terms of A, 8 , and x@ c) the switching times and final time are analytic functions of .
If we confine ourselves to systems for which n =3, r =2, as done by Meeker,' [l] yields the following results. L*-systems are exactly those systems for which (2) holds. Hence, for n =3, r =2, the classes of minimally controllable systems and L*-systems are identical. The x, excluded in the main theorem of The vector +, E R is uniquely defined by l14011=1,+olbi, i=1,2, ( +~x o ) < O where (. ; ) denotes the inner product. For c sufficiently small, the starting signs of the optimal ul(r) and u2(r) are s i = s g n ( + @~b i ) , i=1,2,respectively.
(4)
Because only L*-systems are considered and x, which do not satisfy (3), the sgn relations in (4) are well defined. Both the optimal u,(r) and u2(t)
have one switch, to be denoted by rl and r2. respectively.
A cellular decomposition of all x, on the unit ball llxoll = 1 can be constructed; a cell is defined as all x, for which sI is constant and s2 is constant. This induces a honeycomblike structure on the unit ball, which is closely related to the cellular decomposition in Meeker.'
The switching times fi and the final time T are analytical functions of v i :
The coefficients qj and 8. satisfy linear relations which are given in [l]
for systems of general size n,r. For ( n = 3 , r = 2 ) systems, the first coefficients are where the square matrix M is defined as M= [B,A(s,b1+szb2) ]. For an explanation of the remarkable fact that ql/BI, i = 1,2, is independent of A, E , and X@ ~e e
[I].
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